the juggling act bringing balance to your faith family - pat gelsinger understands this challenge as a prominent executive in the silicon valley pat struggled to juggle a thriving career with his family pat s pursuit of balance led him to dynamic truths that revolutionized his approach to life the juggling act shares pat s time tested wisdom for keeping your life in perspective this updated and expanded revision formerly balancing your family faith work details the guidelines for balanced living with insights on, the juggling act bringing balance to your faith family - the juggling act bringing balance to your faith family and work kindle edition by pat gelsinger religion spirituality kindle ebooks amazon com, pat gelsinger

the point church in san jose - so maybe these three ideas can help you in your juggling act as you re struggling to make all of these things fit be clear on where you re going set clear priorities and live by them and finally find some help along the way that s the topic of the book we have some copies out there that you can get maybe start your own journey of juggling, the juggling act ebook pat gelsinger 9781434765154 - pat gelsinger understands this challenge as a prominent executive in the silicon valley pat struggled to juggle a thriving career with his family pat s pursuit of balance led him to dynamic truths that revolutionized his approach to life the juggling act shares pat s time tested wisdom for keeping your life in perspective this updated and expanded revision formerly balancing your family faith work details the guidelines for balanced living with insights on, pat gelsinger vmware ceo balancing faith family and - gelsinger developed a set of guidelines which he described in his first book balancing your family faith work published in 2003 and expands in his 2008 book titled the juggling act bringing balance to faith family and work gelsinger emphasizes the importance of having a personal mission statement, the juggling act pat gelsinger 9781434768742 - pat gelsinger understands this challenge as a prominent executive in the silicon valley pat struggled to juggle a thriving career with his family pat s pursuit of balance led him to dynamic truths that revolutionized his approach to life the juggling act shares pat s time tested wisdom for keeping your life in perspective this updated and, the juggling act quotes by pat gelsinger goodreads - pat gelsinger the juggling act bringing balance to your faith family and work, pat gelsinger quotes author of the juggling act - 3 quotes from pat gelsinger i recommend you do a detailed time study for yourself to see where you spend your time make an estimate of how many hours each week you take for the major activities of your life work school rest entertainment hobbies spouse children commuting church god friends and so on then over a typical period of your life take two weeks and do a detailed time
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